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Meeting site at Grand Sierra Resort  Snapshot of award ceremony at 

（formerly Reno Hilton Hotel）              Associate Fellow Dinner 
                  
 

Attending AIAA TCCS, IAC, IAC-DI Meeting  
and 46th Aerospace Sciences Meeting 

 
Takashi Iida, NICT/JFSC  

 
     AIAA TCCS (Technical Committee on Communications System) meeting, IAC (Interna-
tional Activities Committee) meeting, AIAA Board of Directors meeting, Direc-
tor-International Task Force meeting and 46th Aerospace Sciences Meeting were held at 
Grand Sierra Resort (formerly Reno Hilton Hotel) in 
Reno, Nevada from Monday on January 7 to Friday 
on January 11, 2008. When I arrived at Reno, the 
snow seemed to be piled up around 20-30 cm. But the 
weather continued to be fine through the week I 
stayed, although I did not understand the outside well 
because I spent only in the hotel for all a week. 
     The TCCS meeting was held from 9:00 a.m. to 
past 2:00 p.m. on January 7, and Mr. Houston, 
Chairperson, Ms. Elizabeth Klein-Lebbink, secretary 
and other 8 committees including me attended, and 
several participants were on telephone meeting at the 
same time. The agenda was shown in the right table. 
     The meeting focused in the first on the preparation 
status for ICSSC2008, especially, how many papers  
were gathered, which started on June 9, 2008 in San 
Diego until June 12. The number of paper proposals 
was a little over 100 papers at this time point. Chair-
person of ICSSC2008, Dr. Frueholz, Aerospace Corp., wants to have dozens of papers 
more, and, according to Dr. Frueholz s suggestion, the deadline of paper proposal was 
postponed until around 10 days. The ICSSC2009 will be held in Edinburgh, Scotland, U.K. 
and a memorandum was exchanged between AIAA and the Institute of Engineering and 
Technology. About Awards, three candidates will be recommended by January 31. The 
candidate must be a contributor not only in a business field but also in a technical field 

TCCS Meeting Agenda  
1.Introductions 
2.TCCS Subcommittee Reports 

A. Conference Subcommittee 
a. ICSSC-2008 Planning 
b. ICSSC-2009 
c. ICSSC-2010 

B. Steering 
    • Membership news 
C. Vice Chairman 
D. Awards 
E. ICSSC Steering Committee 
F. Japan Forum 
G. Treasure Report 

3. TCCS Any Other Business 
4. Next Meeting 
5.Adjourn 
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under the condition of non-TCCS member for at least two years. Next, I reported JFSC ac-
tivities in 2007 (see Appendix). In particular, this report included an TCCS approval matter 
for the revision of By-Law of JFSC. It was discussed whether or not it is appropriate that the 
By-Law of JFSC allows a non-member of AIAA to carry out same activity as an AIAA 
members. I explained that if a non-member of AIAA becomes a board member, the AIAA 
member would recommend him to become a member of AIAA and this action contributes to 
increase members of AIAA. There was no objection particularly, and the revision of this 
By-Law was approved. In addition, AIAA announces this time that a style of slide format 
shown in Appendix is recommended. 
     I also reported the activity of JFSC in an IAC meeting held on January 8. The IAC 
Chairperson Mr. Bole of Aerospace Corporation and other 20 committees attended there. 
The AIAA Board of Directors (BoD) meeting was held on January 11, and AIAA President, 
Dr. Nielsen and about 30 directors attended. Being to my special impression, it was intro-
duced that there is a criticism that AIAA becomes “old white male” society. This is a problem 
that should be resolved by diversity including younger generation. 
     AIAA 46th Aerospace Sciences Meeting (ASM) was held on January 7-10. It is likely that 
people more than 2000 participated. This meeting is one of biggest AIAA meetings. As for 
the contents, all about aerospace was concerned, and about 1500 papers were presented 
in about 180 sessions. An exhibition was taken place, too, but almost all of exhibitions were 
conducted by using computer display. I attended three next special lectures that have the 
name of a well-known scholar. They are: 

 Dryden Lectureship in Research: Steve W. Squyres, Cornell Univ., “Robotic Explora-
tion on Mars” 

 AIAA/SAE William Littlewood Memorial Lecture: Dr. E. M. Murman, MIT, “Lean Aero-
space Engineering” 

 von Karman Lectureship in Astronautics: Dr. E. J. Weiler, Director, NASA GSFC 
     As for the second lecture, introducing reports: “Made in America” in 1989, “Machine 
Changed World” in 1990, “Lean Engineering” in 2002, and Toyota production method, it 
describes that “lean” thinking is the dynamic, knowledge-driven, customer-found powers 
through what all people is a defined envelope eliminate waste and create value. According 
to Lean Aerospace Initiative (LAI) in 1993, NASA s “Faster, Better, Cheaper” is no based on 
LAI, while F/A-18 E/F project is 25% larger but 47% fewer total parts. Furthermore, the 
concept of Big room was introduced, which contains Obeya and Genchi-genbutsu. In ASM, 
Award Luncheon to confer various awards and Associate Fellow Dinner (see photograph 
above right) to confer a prize on the people who became Associate Fellow were held as 
usual. I was disappointed that no Japanese became Associate Fellow in this year. 
     Furthermore, Director-International Special Task Committee Meeting which discusses 
Director-International issue was held in the afternoon on January 9. Mr. Bole of Boeing who 
is Vice President international activities, BoD, Dr. Ying of a mediator, Mr. Iasiello of the AIAA, 
and other 15 people attended. The main issue was how to make clear the role of conven-
tional Director-International and Director-Region VII. An argument to establish Director 
which specializes in Europe, Asia, and an area like South America was performed. 
     That is all about report of meetings I attended. Finally I would like to add some informa-
tion.  There is a big change, because the hotel is changed to Grand Sierra Resort, formerly 
Reno Hilton Hotel. Not only hotel room is changed, but also slot machines on the lobby are 
placed only back side, instead café or bar increased. There is a conventional steak house, 
but the family type restaurant which I took breakfast in the past disappeared. In addition, 
Starbucks was in a lobby floor. 
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View from hotel room toward airport (left photo) and road traffic at rush hour time (right 

photo) 
  

Appendix  AIAA-JFSC s Activities in 2007  
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